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May I continue. I will make use of the expropriation powers. Tutal you sat on your rights for many years eh
bakit mo ngayon, pipilitin mo ako magka-problema ng ganon? The enormity of the problem of drug addiction
has been made manifest by the number of surrenderees which grows by the hundred each day that passes.
Sibat na ako. And when the time, comes, na pagbili lang nila, tayo na disturbuhin. Migrant ang tatay ko doon.
The full address is recorded in the Minutes of Proceedings. We will lower personal and corporate income tax
rates [applause] and relax the bank secrecy laws. I may now also ask on Congress to consider drawing up bills
consolidating and merging agencies and offices having to do the Overseas Filipino to have a department that
shall focus on and quickly respond to their problems and concerns. They do it with technology. But do not tell
me na, if you It cuts deeply and the pain lasts forever. Magtiis-tiis lang muna kayo. Naghihiga lang diyan sa
pavement. Reforms to ensure competitiveness and promote ease of doing business will be mandatory.
Naunahan ko kayo. Dikitan nila ng GPS. To our Muslim brothers, let us end the centuries of mistrust and
warfare. Kayong mayayaman. Allow me a little bit of informality at the outset. Nothing else will do. Pero
ngayon [laughter] Processing time in issuing permits and licenses shall be reduced to the barest minimum, in
my city, it is always three days for local governments. Now, let You must have a president. Marami diyan,
diyan sa gallery marami diyan walang trabaho, nag-aaply hanggang ngayon. For the many times nadaan ako
na walang ulan, doon lang sila because first come, first served. Wala na ang fishermen. I heard the people on
the streets complain that justice had become illusory; that equity and fairness and speedy disposition of cases
had deteriorated into hollow concepts fit only for masteral dissertations. Follow it to a tee. When the applicant
presents the documents, give them a shopping list. Ang problema sandali ito. Matagal pa naman itong
passport. You think this is just a You are now in the apex of your industrial might. We grab the each other
Road development projects shall complement with our thrust to provide modern agriculture, infrastructural by
expanding and improving the construction and rehabilitation of roads and the irrigation and establishing
modern harvest and post-harvest facilities to minimize losses. Abuse your authority, and there will be a hell to
pay, [applause] for you will have become worse than criminality itself. So that all the mirrors in the world will
reflect the face of a passion that has changed this land.


